THE PERSIAN GULF: TRANSITIONING TOWARDS AN INCREASINGLY
COMPLEX
INTERPLAY OF GEOPOLITICAL INFLUENCES1

As of July 2017, there was on average just one
American carrier strike group2 or amphibious ready group3in the Persian Gulf.4 However,
since mid-May 2019, a carrier strike group and an amphibious group have been operating
conjointly in the area. Does this indicate that the US has regained its interest in the region? Is
it a sign of hostilities to come? This ratcheting up of tensions should be interpreted in light of
recent geopolitical changes, specifically the blurring of traditional fault lines between Saudi
Arabia5 and its Iranian opponents. This strait covers 251,000 km2 of space along a 1,000 km
coastline6 but its average depth is only 50 m and power games between both coastal and more
distant states have gradually become more and more complex as American naval power
considers its potential return. The situation the United States Fifth Fleet finds itself in can
therefore be compared to the Portuguese navy’s in the mid-17th century or the Royal Navy’s
just after the Second World War, when the Persian Gulf ceased to be in exclusive control of
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A carrier strike group is made up of approximately 7,500 men. They are mainly structured to carry out
offensive missions. They are organised around aircraft carriers, which serve as the groups’ key resource. Other
vessels are assigned to defend the aircraft carrier and have the potential to bolster its offensive power by
directing cruise missiles towards designated targets.
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operate on land or sea either by air (organised around a helicopter carrier) or by ship (using landing craft). They
are armed by one of the US Marine Corps’ Marine Expeditionary Units (MEUs) made up of around 2,200 men
with a variety of military capabilities.
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in the Persian Gulf.
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military purchases in France. Egypt’s current premier, Field Marshall Fattah el-Sisi, was once a military attaché
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one power and was, instead, shared by various influential forces.7 The Gulf’s very brackish
waters have served as a barometer for world power for as long as they have been strategically
important.8 It remains unlikely that the Strait of Hormuz will close,9 depriving Western
countries of 25% of their daily energy supplies.10 Yet this possibility is used to justify the
presence of several warships and, even more importantly, drive trade in ships and
sophisticated vehicles11to all local states.12 Current maritime movements mean that the area
has to be constantly under surveillance either by coastguards or, conversely, by ships
officially out on scientific missions to study plant-life 13or ocean pollution.14As America’s
energy dependency decreases and it turns its attention resolutely towards the Pacific, Iran is
making a pragmatic assessment of competing regional navies’ increasing dominance in the
hope that distant forces will one day tip the Gulf’s geopolitical balance in its favour.

THE USA DRIVES RENEWED NAVAL ACTIVITY

The Structure Provided by Geopolitical Opposition between Iran &Saudi Arabia
The Persian Gulf’s main dividing line separates Saudi Arabia (supported by the
American and European Navies) and Iran (supported by its Russian and Chinese allies). The
former has the upper hand thanks to the US Navy’s Fifth Fleet, which uses two nuclear
aircraft carriers to monitor the Gulf15. Saudi Arabia is buying highly sophisticated ships in an
attempt to compensate for its lack of a naval history16 and, in particular, the difficulties it has
had in training naval officers.17 As for Iran, it is purchasing Chinese corvette warships and
Russian mines. The rivalry between these two powers is spilling over into tensions on sea and
on land, including in Bahrein, which is the linchpin for the US’ presence in the Persian Gulf
but has a 65% Shi’ite population. For all the Gulf’s powers, the Strait of Hormuz is a strategic
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space.18 20% of the world’s oil supplies pass through this pinch-point. If it were to be
blocked, the price of a barrel of oil could increase by 50% in a few days. This channel is
divided into two 3.2 km-wide canals to preclude all risk of collision.
American Energy Independence Leads to Disengagement
Until the 2010s, energy geopolitics was based on a number of suppositions. The first
was that petroleum and gas suppliers had limited reserves which eventually would not be able
to meet growing global demand. Importers therefore had to establish close ties with their
suppliers while also securing the maritime trade routes that connected them to the supply.
These assumptions were shattered by two developments: the extraction of shale gas by
hydraulic fracturing19 (or “fracking”) and the drive to limit climate change. In the future, oil
will not necessarily be the biggest source of energy and its consumers will not be mostly
based in the West. As for energy reserves, they will not remain indefinitely in the Middle
East.20 In 2017, the USA became the world’s top oil producer (contributing 13% of the
world’s total) in a fiercely contested rivalry with Saudi Arabia and Russia – but it also
produced the most natural gas, accounting for 20% of the world’s supplies. America depended
on foreign sources for 30.1% of its energy supplies in 2005, but this had fallen to 7.7% by
2017 thanks to both reduced consumption levels after the 2008 crash and an increase in
petroleum and natural gas production made possible by horizontal drilling and fracking. The
concept of an America independent of any outside energy sources has led to speculation that
the USA is disengaging from the Middle East to focus on Asia-Pacific.21 A self-sufficient
USA would no longer need to spend its time and money preserving Middle Eastern stability,
an endeavour it would like to see its European allies contribute to more. It is also considering
less costly means of monitoring this maritime space, such as robots. For example, a flotilla of
12 autonomous mini submarines would be able to cover the whole of the Persian Gulf.22
America’s energy independence should be viewed in the context of the Gulf States’ growing
food dependency.23 As their economies become increasingly vulnerable, the oil monarchies
are opening up more and more foreign-trade zones in preparation for a post-petroleum
world.24
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The Persian Gulf now appears to be of less strategic importance for the United
States. Since 2011, friction has notably increased between the USA and its partners,
indicating their mutual defiance. At the start of the Arab Spring of 2011, Saudi leaders asked
the USA to support Hosni Mubarak. The American administration took the opposite position
by first supporting the opposition then asking Mubarak to resign. Later on, King Abdullah
was alarmed by the United States’ support for the Bahraini opposition. Iran took advantage of
these events to promote the idea that American policy in the region was purely utilitarian and
leaders who no longer served the USA’s purposes would be swiftly abandoned. This unnerved
the Gulf’s monarchies. During Ahmadinejad’s presidency, the United States promised to
forge closer ties with the Gulf monarchies, but it was also then that it focused its attentions
away from the region toward Asia-Pacific. The Gulf monarchies feared that an AmericanIranian agreement unfavourable to them would be signed. This is why, on 11 May 2015, the
Saudi King refused to attend a summit organised by Barack Obama and other Gulf
Cooperation Council leaders in order to debate the Iran nuclear agreement.26 In the early
months of the Trump presidency, the Gulf monarchies feared that the USA would withdraw
unilaterally from the region. This is why they turned towards other partners for their security.
India27 and China had already forged closer bonds with them since Qatar was embargoed in
June 2017. In 2010, China entered into strategic dialogue with the Gulf Cooperation Council.
France28 and the United Kingdom reinforced their presence in the region in response to the oil
monarchies’ ambition to diversify.29 As for Russia, it made use of the near-total embargo
decreed against Qatar by Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Bahrein to strengthen
its relationship with Doha. When, on 26 December 2018, Trump declared that the United
States could no longer be the world’s policeman and that the American interventions of the
21st century had been catastrophic, the shockwave he created cast in doubt the liberal
hegemony that had been the backbone of American diplomacy since the end of the Cold
War.30
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excellent relations with Iran. As a result, it can serve as a diplomatic intermediary between
two geopolitical opponents. Qatar shares a gas field with Iran and has been subject to a neartotal embargo since it distanced itself from Saudi Arabia in May 2017.31 The blockade has led
the emirate to completely review its foreign policy.32 Qatar now has to walk a very fine
diplomatic line. Highly vulnerable to even the slightest confrontation between Iran and Saudi
Arabia, it has the official protection of the American Navy’s Eighth Fleet. As a result, Russia
has taken a very discreet approach to the country. As for China, on 27 September 2017 it
signed an agreement to buy anti-terrorism services from a partner which would be able to
tamp down its Islamic secessionists.33 Qatar has formed a closer relationship with Iran, but
also Turkey, which has set up a permanent military base in the country.34 About 8,000 Turks
live in Qatar. More than 200 Turkish companies operate there too. Qatar has become an
important supplier of liquefied natural gas for Turkey and there have been proposals for a
large pipeline to channel Qatari gas from one to the other. Qatar has also made some special
agreements with Africa and European Union.35 It has won discreet support from Kuwait,
which acted as a mediator between it and Saudi Arabia in 2017. The embargo placed on Qatar
in June 2017 reveals the fault lines in Arab solidarity, and it has triggered new alliances which
will divide competing petro-monarchies long into the future.36
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Russia’s Return to the Middle East
Russia’s geopolitical objectives in the Persian Gulf could be summed up as follows:37
30 years after its retreat from the region at the start of the First Gulf War, Russia wants to
contain Islamic extremism (which is liable to spread in its own and neighbouring countries);
support allied regimes by forming long-term geopolitical partnerships; reduce Russian
military presence in the region to a minimum; increase its share of the arms, nuclear energy,
oil and gas trades; attract investment from Gulf monarchies; and keep energy prices high.38
However, Russia’s efforts to rebuild links with Saudi Arabia have not so far been crowned
with success, the aim of this bilateral contact essentially being to put pressure on the USA.39
In terms of geopolitics, Russia has developed an alternative to its sea trade route with India.
The International North-South Transport Corridor links India to Russia via Iran and
Azerbaijan. It runs on rail and road along the Persian Gulf’s eastern coastline, following a
route formerly used during Russia’s imperial days.
China’s Growing Presence
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China currently imports 20% of its petroleum from the Persian Gulf.40 Its presence in
the region is nothing new, 41but it has certainly grown. A new passage has been set up
between China and the Persian Gulf via Pakistan. This 10,300 km international container
route links Gilgit-Baltistan to Gwadar.42 The ambition to link inland powers to the Persian
Gulf over land is reminiscent of the Central Powers’ plans during World War I to make a rail
connection between Hamburg and the Persian Gulf.43 It is certainly true that this link would
reduce the distance between China and the Persian Gulf.44 Gwadar port is only 180 nautical
miles from the Strait of Hormuz.
The Persian Gulf’s geopolitical situation is thus
changing. Having lost its some of its strategic value, the Gulf is an arena in which different
powers joust for energy supplies, but this sea route may also one day become avoidable,
rendering it nothing more than a place to pass through, as it was in the 19th century.46 The US
Navy’s easing away from the region has also left the way open for a three-way contest. On the
one hand, there are the old, distrustful allies in the form of Saudi Arabia, Bahrein and the
United Arab Emirates. On the other is their historic Iranian foe. And between the two are the
neutral opportunists: Oman, Qatar and Kuwait. It is towards the latter group that growing
Asian powers looking to topple American unilateralism are instinctively turning.
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